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The pathogenesis of brain disorders is of extreme relevance for military and civilians exposed to blast factors, in particular blast waves. The utilization of explosives and devices in military conflicts has a long history and is still relevant in modern life [1]. People which are in the blast zone suffer a variety of injuries related to both blast wave (BW) influence and damage by additional factors [2]. The most vulnerable to the effects of BW are the brain, lungs and eardrum [3, 4]. While moderate to severe blast-induced traumatic brain injury (bTBI) is usually diagnosed quickly, mild trauma is more difficult to diagnose [5]. Modern research shows that even mild bTBI has significant and often irreversible consequences. Clinicians point to emotional disorders, anxiety, aggressiveness, depression, and memory impairment [6]. In connection with this, now experimental studies to establish biological (biochemical, molecular, cellular, tissue, functional, behavioral) markers of blast-induced brain injury are gaining momentum [7]. In particular, on the 1st day of the post-traumatic period, macroscopic cerebral edema was detected but the hemorrhage was not determined [8]. Microscopically, blood-brain barrier (BBB) damage, changes in neuronal density, axonal damage and progressive myelin loss are detected [2, 9, 10]. In the long-term period, the development of neurodegeneration is observed [11]. This, in turn, leads to cognitive impairment and
worsens life quality of people with bTBI. There is evidence that after the primary brain damage by BW the oxidative stress develops and this is also a factor of damaging both the BBB and neurons [12]. Also, various scientific papers have shown that individual brain structures have different sensitivity to the effects of BW, but damage to the BBB is present in all structures [8, 12, 13].

In our opinion, given that an explosive shock wave is a process of transmission of vibrations with over-pressure at the wave front, which physically changes the state and particles of the medium in which it propagates, pathomorphological data, in particular at the histopathological and ultrastructural levels, are needed to determine the primary biomarkers of bTBI immediately after exposure of the blast wave. An objective pathomorphologic picture of the explosive shock wave impact of appropriate intensity, frequency, and overpressure parameters can be obtained only in an experiment. Also there is an urgent need to develop a standardized assessment scale for brain damage in order to compare it with other blast wave results and parameters [14]. In clinical practice, to objectify the consequences of traumatic brain injury, an assessment of focal and diffuse changes by neuroimaging methods (computed tomography, positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) with the calculation of the Evans cerebro-ventricular index is used [15].

Purpose – to establish and study histopathological and ultrastructural changes in the rats brain after exposure to an air blast wave.

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

For the experiment, 18 male Wistar rats weighing 220-270 g were used. Rats were randomly divided into two groups: sham (n=9) and experimental (n=9). The animals were kept in standard conditions and on a standard diet in the vivarium of the Dnipro State Medical University. All manipulations were carried out according to a pre-designed and approved plan. Procedures were in compliance with the rules of the current legislation: Law of Ukraine "On Protection of Animals from Cruelty" No. 3447-IV of 21.02.2006, Law of Ukraine "On Approval of the Procedure for Conducting Experiments and Experiments on Animals by Scientific Institutions" No. 249 of 01.03.2012, "European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Research and Other Scientific Purposes (ETS 123)" (1986), "Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes”, recommendations, as well as the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and ARRIVE [16, 17]. Every effort was made to minimize both the suffering and the number of animals, as evidenced by the extract from the minutes of the meeting of the Biomedical Ethics Committee of the Dnipro State Medical University No. 3 (2.11.2021).

The animals of the experimental group were anesthetized with halothane and tightly fixed in a horizontal position on the abdomen with the front part of the rat's muzzle at a distance of 5 cm from the opening of the device (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Position of the rat to the device
The blast wave was created by instantaneous (using an electromagnetic valve) opening a chamber filled with compressed air (up to 15 atm, i.e., ≈1520 kPa). In our experiment, the blast wave was generated with an overpressure of 26-36 kPa using a device of our own design (Fig. 2) [18, 19].

Fig. 2. Device for generating a blast wave: 1 – high pressure chamber, 2 – low pressure chamber, 3 – air compressor, 4 – electromagnetic valve, 5 – hose for supplying the air mixture, 6 – overpressure relief valve, 7 – pressure gauge for measuring static pressure, 8 – piezoelectric high-speed sensor for overpressure measurement, 9 – metal supports for fixing the device, 10 – muzzle part of the low pressure chamber

The amount of overpressure corresponded to the minimum limit of mild bTBI. No animal deaths were recorded during the experiment.

Animals of both groups were decapitated after preliminary anesthesia with halothane (Halothan, Hoechst AG, Germany) 1 hour after exposure to the pathological factor and the brain was removed for morphological examination. Next, frontal brain incisions were made, followed by immersion of the corresponding brain areas in a 10% solution of neutral formalin with an exposure time of 24 hours. After fixation, paraffin blocks were prepared, from which 3-5 μm thick sections were made on a Thermo HM 355S microtome (Thermo Scientific, Germany). Before staining, the sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in decreasing concentration of isopropanol. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin according to generally accepted standards of pathological procedures [20]. Microscopic examination was carried out using a trinocular light-optical microscope "Primo Star Carl Zeiss" with a photographic output and lenses.

The experimental and sham rats brain fragments were taken from the frontal cortex, thalamus, and hippocampus and fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution. Postfixation of the material was performed in 1% OsO4 buffer solution. The tissue was dehydrated with alcohol, and then the material was placed in Epon-812 (SPI-Pon™ 812 Epoxy Embedding Kit, USA) [19]. Ultrathin sections were made on an ultramicrotome UMTP-6M (SELMI, Ukraine). Visualization was performed using a transmission electron microscope TEM-100-01 (SELMI, Ukraine). Electron micrographs were obtained using the SEO-SCAN digital image processing system.

The assessment of the primary lesion of the brain substance was performed in points according to the developed rating scale (Table).
Scale for assessing primary histostructural lesions of the brain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Type of damage</th>
<th>Damage description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hemorrhage</td>
<td>Small-focal, local, intracerebral Rupture of brain tissue Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hemorrhage</td>
<td>Small-focal, multifocal or large-focal diffuse, intracerebral Rupture of brain tissue Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hemorrhage</td>
<td>Large-focal, multifocal or subarachnoid, intraventricular Rupture of brain gray or white matter, regardless of the size of the tear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results were compared between the sham and experimental groups.

To quantify the perivascular and pericellular edema in the frontal cortex and hippocampus, morphometric studies were performed using the ImageJ program. Digital images of histological specimens were saved in ipg format and transferred to the program interface. Using the software modules (plugins), Color Threshold, Analyze/Set Measurements/Measure, the % of the relative area of the edematous component was automatically determined on inverted black and white images.

Statistical analysis was performed using the software STATISTICA 6.1 (StatSoftInc., serial number AGAR909E415822FA). The hypothesis of normality of distribution among the studied quantitative traits was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Subsequently, the arithmetic mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) were calculated. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to assess the differences between the sham and experimental groups. The critical value of the statistical significance level (p) for the analysis was <5% (p<0.05) [21].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have studied the effects of a single exposure to an air shock wave with an overpressure of 31.6±4.8 kPa on the cortical (frontal cortex) and subcortical brain structures (hippocampus and thalamus) at the light-optical and ultrastructural levels. The amount of overpressure corresponded to the minimum limit of human concussion.

Macroscopic analysis showed that no hemorrhages were detected in and under the soft tissues of the rat head, as well as above and below the meninges. After a general evaluation of frontal histological sections of the brain at a magnification of x100, regional analysis of brain tissue was performed at magnifications of x100 and x200. The obtained micropreparations were compared with the corresponding brain regions of the sham rats (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Histological examination of the sham rats brain. Staining H&E. A – hippocampus, magnification x100 (scale bar =100 µm), B – thalamus, magnification x100 (scale bar =100 µm)
During the examination of the detected injuries, the localization of the lesion, the type and nature of the injury were recorded. The most visual and permanent primary lesions during light microscopy included small-focal multifocal hemorrhages, cerebral vascular ruptures, and microscopic ruptures of the brain substance (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Pathologic examination of the experimental rats brain — H&E:
A – thalamus, magnification x100 (scale bar =100 µm),
B – thalamus, magnification x100 (scale bar =50 µm),
C – thalamus, ventral hippocampus, magnification x200 (scale bar =50 µm),
D – ventral hippocampus, magnification x200 (scale bar =50 µm).
Ruptures in the brain’s neuropil and hemorrhages are marked with white arrows.

In our opinion, the nature and severity of hemorrhages depend on their distance from the ventricular system of the brain. The subependymal substance of the brain is one of the permanent localizations of hemorrhage foci after a blast wave. The paraventricular location of hemorrhages was characteristic of all experimental animals. This concerned both the walls of the lateral and 3rd ventricles. The damage degree of the areas adjacent to the cerebrospinal fluid system varied from petechial and group hemorrhages to ventricular wall rupture with paraventricular brain matter hemorrhagic imbition. Less permanent and less pronounced hemorrhages included vascular plexuses areas of the cerebrospinal fluid system of the brain and subpial spaces. Around the blood vessels, in the hippocampus, thalamus, and rarely in other brain structural formations, hemorrhages of a predominantly petechial nature were detected. The microscopic picture in all studied brain regions of rats 1 hour after exposure to BW showed extravasal accumulation of unchanged erythrocytes, vascular endothelial desquamation, capillary and brain tissue ruptures, and heterogeneity of neuronal staining (neurons with cytoplasmic hypereosinophilia).
The brain substance microscopic examination showed that in almost all samples there was a significant plethora of venous vessels with the presence of erythrocyte stasis in the lumen of these vessels. In the arterial link, uneven blood filling with areas of narrowing was detected. The arteriole endothelial cells had an edematous appearance with explosion into the vessels lumen. In the brain tissue around individual capillaries, arterioles and venules, the perivascular space contained red blood cells with clear contours. We also conducted an ultrastructural study using transmission electron microscopy and compared brain samples of the sham (Fig. 5) and experimental (Fig. 6) groups.

At the ultrastructural level in rats of the experimental group, abnormalities at the level of the blood-brain barrier, the presence of perivascular edema, and petechial hemorrhages in the neuropil were recorded (Fig. 6).

According to the results of calculating damage index of primary histostructural changes in the brain (Table), significant (p ≤ 0.01) differences were found in the experimental group (2.34±0.5) compared with the sham group (0.89±0.34) (Fig. 7).

In no case there was a violation of the dura mater continuity. It should be noted that in relation to the median conditional line in the analysis of frontal brain slices, the degree and spread of damage (hemorrhages, brain tissue ruptures) were asymmetrical.

The relative area occupied by perivascular and pericellular edema within the cerebral cortex (Fig. 8 A, B) in the sham rats was 1.3±0.06%, in the experimental rats – 5.1±0.04% (p≤0.01), in the hippocampus (Fig. 8 C, D) of sham rats, the relative area of the edematous component was 1.9±0.05%, in the experimental rats – 4.7±0.04% (p≤0.01). The differences in the calculated relative areas occupied by perivascular and pericellular edema within the cerebral cortex and hippocampus were statistically significant changes in the experimental group compared to the sham group.
In scientific research, there are still conflicting views on the primary mechanisms that lead to brain damage after exposure to an air shock wave [22, 23].

We investigated early pathological effects (1 hour after bTBI) in the rats' brain exposed to low-intensity BW. Our results showed that even after a single exposure to low-intensity BW, pathological changes were detected not only at the ultrastructural level, but also at the light-optical level in the brain subcortical structures (thalamus, hippocampus).

These changes can be explained only by the direct effect on the vascular membranes with the formation of diffuse damage to the vascular component of the brain, which is the most vulnerable after exposure to BW.

In the aforementioned study, the effect of BW was associated with the destruction of brain vessels, the release of red blood cells outside the blood vessels and the appearance of hypereosinophilic swollen
In the dynamics of the study, the consequences of BW were neurodegenerative changes, activation of astrocytes, and microglia. In contrast to this study, we used much smaller physical parameters of the air shock wave with no less destructive effects on brain tissue, in particular on cortical and subcortical structures. The interaction of BW with the brain is the trigger for a sequence of mechanisms that lead to neuronal dysfunction, blood-brain barrier, which in turn leads to interstitial edema, tissue acidosis, and oxygenation disorders. The traumatic lesions in the relevant brain regions identified during the study are compared with specific molecular changes, namely a significant increase in inflammatory markers (interferon, interleukin-6), proteins (GFAP), which were recorded during the simulation of bTBI in rats in the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, amygdala areas [24].

In addition to vascular damage, areas of destruction with the formation of crack-like ruptures in the brain tissue were found. We think, this is also a consequence of the interaction of BW with the brain tissue, accompanied by its deformation due to shear, tension and compression, which agrees with the other researchers’ opinion [25]. The modern literature also describes cases of brain substance ruptures after exposure to BW in experimental conditions [26]. The detected microruptures were accompanied by a displacement of the hippocampal layer and its separation. There was an opinion that the ruptures in the brain matter could be related to the location of blood vessels, but these assumptions were not confirmed.

Until recently, the question of the leading mechanism of primary morphological changes due to bTBI has remained controversial and widely discussed [27, 28]. Among these issues, the biomechanics of bTBI attracts the most attention due to the increasing number of such patients and the problems of differential diagnosis with traumatic brain injury of other origin [29, 30, 31]. As a result of the direct impact of BW on the brain, there are main hypotheses of primary explosive changes [32], which include the transmission hypothesis (impact of the shock wave on the brain through the natural openings of the skull and transmission of the shock wave to the brain due to changes in pressure in the chest and abdominal cavity), acceleration hypothesis (sharp displacement of brain structures), cavitation hypothesis (formation of cavitation cavities in brain structures and their rupture during a sudden pressure drop) [33, 34].

We took into account the detected traumatic injuries in the brain substance when quantifying the primary effects of trauma according to the proposed evaluation scale. The use of such modified injury assessment scales is a necessary tool in the diagnosis and treatment of any injury. To develop a scale for assessing primary cranioencephalic injuries after exposure to an air blast wave, there were taken described primary traumatic injuries of the membranes and brain substance after on blow to an unfixed head with a blunt object bigger in size [30].

CONCLUSIONS

1. A morphological algorithm for assessing primary histostructural intracranial brain injuries and their consequences after exposure to an air shock wave is proposed.
2. The detected injuries, namely hemorrhages in the brain substance and ruptures in the blood vessels walls and brain tissue were caused by the direct traumatic effect of the air shock wave.
3. In the acute post-traumatic period, histopathological and ultrastructural changes in the brain can manifest as changes in neurons (neurons with cytoplasmic hyper eosinophilia and edema) and changes in the blood-brain barrier (capillary ruptures) and are accompanied by perivascular multi- and small-focal hemorrhages, neuropil ruptures, edema of the pericellular and perivascular spaces, the latter in total can be considered as biomarkers of primary traumatic changes after exposure to an air shock wave.
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